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Banking

Delivering a differentiated customer onboarding 
experience
A leading South African financial institution requested BSG’s assistance in 
designing a customer onboarding strategy to enable new customers to be 
brought into the organisation in a speedy, efficient and effective manner. 

Transforming customer 
onboarding to improve 

the customer 
experience and 

address cost, revenue 
and compliance.

• Address the customer experience 
through a review of the current 
onboarding process 

• Outline improvements to allow for 
an outside-in customer perspective, 
across the full customer value chain

• Enable a better client experience by 
delivering projects with a combined 
Agile and data-driven approach

• Optimise the customer experience 
through a more efficient onboarding 
design that addresses cost, revenue 
and compliance to ensure consistency 
in how this is enabled across the bank

• Prioritise and manage investment 
by assessing current projects 
to understand their scope and 
contribution to the onboarding end 
state 

• Multi-million Rand saving 
opportunities highlighted due to 
investment duplications, resulting 
from detailed efficiency and 
effectiveness assessments, inclusive 
of ascertaining the impact of 
business cases on the onboarding 
project 

• Reduced technical debt, waste 
and duplication by consolidating 
onboarding activities into a single 
programme 

• Implemented high-level metrics and 
key performance indicators (KPIs) 
to measure effectiveness of new 
onboarding process 
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  Engagement Overview

As a bank with a significant African footprint, customer onboarding is seen as a 
competitive advantage and in line with this, the bank’s planned investment across 
the customer onboarding portfolio was forecast to reach close to a billion rand at 
the time of the project.

Partnering with the client to review current onboarding initiatives and co-create 
a strategy to enable the bank to improve onboarding, BSG challenged the client 
to view the onboarding experience as a journey that the customer undertakes, 
not as a process that the business services. This outside-in customer perspective 
allowed for a host of improvements to be outlined and introduced from the 
moment a customer first engages the bank (through any channel), all the way 
through to performing regulatory due diligence steps to the actual fulfilment of 
their products. 

The project also assessed how the bank could realise value by delivering projects 
with a combined Agile, customer experience and data-driven approach.

  Solution

BSG’s approach was two-fold:
1. Review the current customer onboarding process across the bank and assess 

current projects to understand their scope and contribution to the onboarding 
end state 

2. Design a customer onboarding strategy to address the customer experience 
and allow onboarding to be a highly efficient experience and not just focus on 
risk and regulatory requirements

The BSG project team’s findings revealed there was no common onboarding 
business capability reference framework and that over 50 systems, across all lines 
of business, were leveraged when onboarding a customer.  There were also very 
few metrics specifically related to customer onboarding and putting monitoring 
and evaluation capabilities in place to define and measure success was therefore 
critical, together with the creation of KPIs to enable continuous improvement of 
the onboarding process.  

The review process also highlighted duplicated investment in capabilities across 
and within business units, which drove up the cost of change, limited reuse and 
resulted in growing technical debt that undermined strategic outcomes.

To drive consolidated, efficient and reusable core technology investments across 
the bank, BSG worked with the client to define a strategy to build reusable services 
across the organisation.  Highlighting strategic change to customer journeys and 
portfolios of work further enabled synergies across the organisation.  Further 
collaboration and unity between business entities was enabled by reviewing the 
client’s governance mechanisms.

The early release of value to the bank was enabled by refining the strategic 
delivery method to combine customer experience design, data-led decision 
making and Agile releases with IT architecture. This emphasised translating 
customer journeys into business benefits and practical implementation steps, 
while avoiding big upfront design. The focus of the intervention was to draw on 
strengths from pockets of talent within the organisation, to drive an integrated and 
collaborative method.

  BSG making a difference

By optimising the onboarding portfolio, the client could improve the effectiveness 
and efficiency of their onboarding process, enabling the bank to deliver a truly 
great customer experience.  

  Contact

Jurie Schoeman – Chief Executive Officer
Mobile:  +27 (0) 83 302 7169
jurie.schoeman@bsg.co.za


